JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
JEA 1H39 - HUDSON RIVER and MISC.
[u-bit #19200508]
2804-5-11
06:00:18 8) POV from back of moving train - multiple tracks, train going in
-06:01:45 opposite direction, past station with three people standing on
platform, under bridges, through city, man walking along side of
track, signals, through trestle (1926)

(N) NYC: Railroad
Into...
[also see below
06:01:50-06:02:41]

06:01:50 9) POV from back of moving train - tracks, past station with people
-06:02:41 standing on platform, under bridges, billboards: “Kraft Cheese”,
“Smith Brothers Cough Drops” (1926)

(N) NYC: Railroad
Into...
[also see above
06:00:18-06:01:45]

06:02:46 10) HA MLS PAN from water to railroad yard by dock with smoke
-06:03:00 coming out of chimney (1923)

(N) NYC: Railroad
Into...

06:03:05 11) HA MLS PAN across railroad yard by dock with many steam
-06:03:45 trains and river and hazy skyline in background (1928)

(N) NYC: Railroad
Into...

2804-6-15
06:03:50 1) men unloading debris from truck onto barge? using moving
-06:04:20 crane on rails (1916)

(N) NYC: Sanitation

06:04:25 2) same men unloading garbage using moving crane, man with
-06:05:26 movie camera tripod walking across tug boats, tug boats at dock
and in water hauling barge (1916) <some rolling framelines>

(N) NYC: Sanitation

06:05:31 3) people swimming in outdoor natural pool, men and woman diving
-06:06:20 off make shift diving board, man in business suit being pulled into
water by swimmers (1916)

(N) New York State:
Saratoga

06:06:26 4) LS PAN people walking in open field (golf course?), two person
-06:07:06 team canoe race, rowers standing up while rowing in canoes, one
team falling into water
(1916) <some decomp> <some rolling framelines>

(N) New York State

06:07:10 5) men emptying fish from nets into bottom of fishing boat, MCSs
-06:08:10 many fish on top of one another squirming about

(N) Industry: Fishing 1H39 -2-

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
06:08:14 6) “An American Triumph - The Great Bridge Spanning The Hudson (N) Bridges -1-06:09:29 At Poughkeepsie Is A Monument To The Genius Of Our Engineers”
- LS bridge, “This Great Structure Stretches Across A 6,700 Foot Gap
Between The Bank.” - MS underneath the bridge, “It Clears The Water
By 200 Feet” - man in foreground looking up at bridge, PAN of bridge
from underneath, “The Bridge Was Begun In 1873...” - MLS bridge,
auto on bridge, CS women on ferry with bridge in background, part of
structure of bridge on land with trees in foreground
(1920) <some rolling frame lines> <some decomp>
06:09:33 7) workers and machines inside and outside of “Pennsylvania -06:11:27 Portland - Cement” factory, conveyor belt, scientist in laboratory
pouring liquid into beaker (1916) <many rolling framelines>

(N) Industry: Cement Teens

06:11:31 8) men in small boat fishing, showing off catch
-06:13:32 (1930s)

(N) Fishing: Sport Bass

06:13:35 9) man arriving and getting out of auto with other people carrying
-06:14:17 suitcases on way to embarking onto ship / POV from boat of
buildings along bank of river (1927)

(N) Ships: Departures

06:14:22 10) mostly women outdoors sitting on chairs, “Mrs. Thomas
(N) Sports: Horse
-06:15:39 Hitchcock” - woman walking away from auto, “Fifi Widener” Racing -Neg woman next to autos with African-American chauffeur, two
[section]
couples walking outdoors, “Mrs. Walker, Wife Of The Mayor,
And Her Mother” - two women with people walking on grass in
background, “Prince Potenziani, Governor Of Rome. And His Host,
Joseph E. Widener” - two men posing by fence with stadium in
background, “The Parade To The Post For The Toboggan” - MCS
man blowing bugle, MS horses being led along path to track by
African-American stable hands, - LS line of horses on track
approaching the start, “Away They Go!” - horses racing on wide track,
people in crowd with some looking through binoculars, “Saratoga
Closes In Blaze Of Glory - Saratoga Springs, N. Y. - Society Gathers
At Last Day Of Racing To See The Hopeful
Run” - crowd at race track, “Governor Smith And Mrs. Graham Fair
Vanderbilt” - very quick MCS man and woman seated behind flower
plant [Kinograms] <some rolling framelines>
06:15:42 11) New York Central train along middle of city street with buildings, (N) NYC: Westside -06:17:10 trucks, horse-drawn carriage, pedestrians, autos, man riding
Neg R2
horse (1931)
[section]
1H39 -306:17:15 12) policeman directing traffic as New York Central train crosses

(N) NYC: Westside -

-06:20:14

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
intersection at 12th Ave., pedestrians, autos, MCS wheels of train
going by, train along street, boy riding horse along path of train
<some rolling framelines>

Neg R1
[section]

06:20:18 13) HA LS exterior of Sing Sing prison with guard tower in
(N) Prisons: Negative
R1
-06:25:48 foreground and river and land in background, views of grounds of
[section]
prison, CSs men (warden?, guards?), exterior views, door opening
and closing <some light decomp>, “New Prison To Aid In Rebuilding
Men - Ossining, New York - Gov. Smith Lays Corner Stone Of New
Sing Sing Classification Clinic Building” - Al Smith with group of
officials and dog walking outdoors, “The Old Sing Sing” - HA LS prison,
building under construction, “State Senator Sage Who Wrote Law
Providing For The New Prison” - MCS man giving speech, “Laying
The Cornerstone” - crowd of people at ceremony, exterior of building
[Kinograms] <some rolling framelines>

06:25:52 14) Sing Sing prison exteriors, smoke coming out of tall chimney,
-06:27:04 guard walking around in guard tower (1929)

(N) Prisons -3-

06:27:09 15) lumberjacks pulling logs with ropes and tackle, one man falling
(N) Industry: Logging -06:32:45 and breaking his leg, other men setting his leg with pieces of wood,
Accidents, Flume,
men putting together stretcher made from cloth and sticks, man
Snakes -Nlaying in it to test it’s strength, injured man being carried away on
[section]
stretcher, another injured man being carried away, another man
having injured his leg

1H39 -42804-7-9

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
06:32:49 1) “How The Governor Spends A Vacation - Sea Gate, N. Y. (N) Al Smith:
-06:35:29 Torrid Weather Has No Fears For State’s Chief Executive If
Campaigning -Neg
The Ocean Is Nigh” - Smith and other men in swimming suits
Reels 2 & 3
standing on the beach, “A Little Medicine Ball With Police
[section]
Sergeant Roy, Chief Humphreys, Of Albany, And Commissioner
Of Public Safety Leonard, Of Saratoga” - Smith and other men in
swimming suits throwing ball to each other on the beach with a few
people looking on, “Into The Briny” - head of Smith swimming in
ocean, “Father Knick Gets Two New Ferryboats - Brooklyn - Mrs.
‘Al’ Smith, Wife Of The Governor, Christens The First ‘Greenwich
Village’” - CSs woman with bottle of Champaign christening ferryboat,
ferryboat being launched, “The Other, The ‘Mott Haven’ Decides The
Weather Is Too Cold’ - launching of ferryboat in REVERSE MOTION,
“ ‘Al’ Sees Cornerstone Rites At New Wigwam - New York - Ceremony
Is Held At Tammany Hall’s New Building, At Fourth Ave. And 17 th
Street” - man holding square stone at edge of building, “Coolidge, Camera
Shy, Sees Smith In Private - Paul Smith’s N. Y. - Governor, Family And
Friends, Arrive In Adirondacks For Brief Holiday” - Smith being greeted,
Smith waving his hat, LS crowd in front of hotel, CS Smith and family,
Smith hitting golf ball with driver in front of hotel, short <decomp> clip
of someone giving speech from platform [Kinograms]
06:35:34 2) “Governor And Mayor Welcome 9 Cardinals - New York (N) Al Smith:
-06:40:15 Cardinal Bonzano, Papal Legate, And Other Foreign Prelates
Campaigning - Neg
Given Official Greeting” - Smith at bottom of steps outdoors
Reel 2 & 3
greeting Cardinals, SIDE view of policemen on horses beside crowd,
[section]
MCS Cardinals on back of train with African-American porter, one
[silent]
Cardinal waving as train takes off, CSs Elihu Root, CS Al Smith
smiling, Smith with men in uniform walking outdoors with crowd,
Smith keeping time to music with baton, Smith talking with men in
uniforms with cameramen carrying movie cameras just behind him,
still photographers taking their pictures, U.S. flag being raised outdoors,
Smith standing on back of Boy Scout as part of human mountain, Smith
wearing sash posing with Boy Scouts, Smith on platform with flags in
background listening to man giving speech, CS Smith speaking with
microphones in front of his face, CS Smith talking and smiling at camera,
CS man speaking, HA LS PAN crowd with umbrellas around platform, man
giving speech on platform with U.S. flags in background [Kinograms]
06:40:22 3) views of 2-stack ocean liner at pier in New York
-06:41:13 (1926)

(N) Ships: Liners Misc. -2-

1H39 -506:41:18 4) “Old Atlantic Gets Smaller & Smaller - New York - Here’s The

(N) Ships: Liners -

-06:43:09

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
New Liner Europa, After Crossing In 4 days, 17 Hours, 6 Minutes”
- views of 2-stack German liner sailing, SCs Captain Nicolaus
Johnsen, skipper of liner on her maiden voyage (1929) [Kinograms]

Europa 1920s -30s

06:43:13 5) “Big Brooklyn Bridge Has A Narrow Escape - New York - Great
(N) Ships: Liners
-06:44:44 Liner, America, Misses Big Span By Inches On Way To Dry Dock”
America -2- HA LS 2-stack U.S. liner about to sail under Brooklyn Bridge,
MCS from rear of bridge painters waving down at liner in background,
HA LS tugboats pulling ship, view from top of bridge tower of liner
sailing under bridge, workers on top cables of bridge watching liner
passing underneath, CSs workers walking down cables of bridge
(1929) [Kinograms]
06:44:49 6) workers working outside steel plant?, worker cementing up
-06:45:31 bricked window of building from outside, worker shoveling debris
from same window, MLS workers shoveling (pre 1916)

(N) Industry: Steel No Date -1-

06:45:37 7) Making Steel Rails For The Allies “The Steel Is Poured Into
-06:46:08 Moulds And Then Cut To Proper Lengths” - steel being poured
from giant container in factory [Pathe Exchange]

(N) Industry: Steel Teens & 20s

06:46:12 8) MLS two 2-stack steamboats on Mississippi River with smoke
-06:46:16 coming out of their stacks and trees in foreground

(S) Ships: Riverboats
-Neg-

06:46:21 9) cables being laid across Hudson River
Telenews
-06:46:54 (1952)

(N) Newsreels:
D. Vol. 5 #89 (S-3)

2804-8-4
06:47:12 1) surveyor in mountains with device on tripod...then hitting tree
-06:47:26 with ax <some decomp>

(S) G-1215

06:47:32 2) surveyor in mountains standing next to device on tripod with
-06:47:49 powder horn and wearing buckskin jacket <some decomp>

(S) G-1215

06:47:55 3) Adam and Eve in forest - naked Adam laying down on ground,
(S) Biblical: Adam
-06:48:59 Eve with long hair hiding her nakedness picking apple from tree,
& Eve
Adam and Eve eating apple together...then IRIS IN, Adam and Eve
<seven seconds
wearing clothes walking in forest, quick cut away shot of men in
cut off transfer
projection room, Adam waking up and seeing smoke coming
at tail from what
from ground (clip from early feature?) <two subtitles>
is on film>
1H39 -606:49:10 4) (supervised by J. Stuart Blackton)
-06:59:26 <intertitles> <some images repeated>

(S) Preservation
Material

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
<made from roll
in
can (N)
Primitives:
Vitagraph
- Benedict Arnold
(1909)

